Advantages of principal component similarity (PCS) as an unsupervised classification techniques compared to supervised methods are the detectability of outliers or anomalies, a capacity to classify continuum, easy identification of causes for grouping, and a potential of discovering new groups. The ability of detecting outliers or anomalies was utilized to eliminate panel members who were not appropriate for the classification purposes by using PCS scattergrams. After eliminating the unqualified panelists, the evaluation score tables were realigned from the one based on panelists to that based on samples. Accumulated principal component score were computed for the samples in a form of ΣPC i × S i , where PC i was the principal component score of sample i and S i was its proportion within the total variation. The conventional averaging algorithms of evaluated scores are useful, as this techniques absorbs the effect of unjustifiable negative scores reported by outliers. However, more reasonable summary scores for the samples could be obtained by eliminating unreasonable evaluation scores made by the outliers as well as by using the above new summary values. Differences in deviations of evaluation among attributes, such as those in likenesses of color and taste of meat products, were normalized. Specific training or selecting qualified panelists prior to panel evaluation is unnecessary when the information obtained from panel evaluation is required to reflect the variable broad patterns of consumer preference. Information obtained from consumer preference test based on cluster analysis, which was applied to a beverage, might be more readily recovered by using this new strategy.
INTRODUCTION
Classification techniques are categorized into two groups, namely "supervised" and "unsupervised" (Aishima and Nakai, 1991) . The most advanced technique of supervised classification may be "artificial neural networks" (ANN or NN). However, the sample grouping usually has to be accurately known a priori in the case of supervised classifications. As an exception, Kohonen Networks have been proposed for ANN treatment of unsupervised cases (Zupan and Gasteiger, 1993) . Meanwhile, principal component analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis may be most popular in multivariate analysis for unsupervised classification. Moskowitz (1987) introduced a concept of the "liking function" and attempted to maximize consumer acceptance. However, the statistical methods used in his approach were linear functions, including averaging. Martens (1986) is a pioneer in applying multivariate data analysis to sensory evaluation. SIMCA (soft independent modeling of class analogy), PCA and PLS (partial least squares) regression were compared in his paper for predicting the effects of storage on peas. Dijksterhuis (1995) published an excellent review article on multivariate data analysis in sensory and consumer science. However, most of the applications of multivariate statistics have been to data processing of chemical analysis (chemometrics) and correlating the results with sensory data.
Because consumers are not homogeneous in their product preferences, Sidel et al. (1999) used cluster analysis and found that there was little or no correlation between memberships in specific cluster groups and traditional demographics such as age, sex, and income.
We have introduced a new classification algorithm by combining PCA and pattern similarity coefficient computation in a form of similarity constant computed using principal component (PC) scores instead of the original pattern data directly (Nakai et al., 1994) . The pattern similarity coefficient S(AB), that has been broadly used for comparing chromatographic profiles (Datta and Nakai, 1992) , is defined as: S(AB) = Z x, x/ / Vp*/ 2 Xx,' 2 ]
(1) which represents the similarity of two profiles, A = (x t , x 2 ,..., x,,..., x n ) and B = (x/, X2', ..., x,', ..., x n '), where x,-and x,' are the area of peak i" in chromatographic profiles A and B, respectively. Eventually, the pattern similarity coefficient is a mathematical analogue of the correlation coefficient in linear regression analysis of pattern B on pattern A. However, since S(AB) alone was difficult to use for classification, a linear regression of "deviations in PC scores" on "variabilities accounted for by principal components" was proposed as a basis of classification (Vodovotz et al, 1993) . Then, "slope" vs. "coefficient of determination" obtained from the linear regression analysis was plotted as a PCS scattergram. The two-dimensional illustration thus derived was more comprehensive than comparing the similarity coefficient alone for classification of patterns. A superior classification ability of PCS to that of PCA was shown by Furtula et al. (1994a,b) as well as Horimoto et al. (1997) . In those papers on cheese aging and bacterial growth in milk, an advantage of PCS, Le., classification of "continuum", was demonstrated. Our recent work was the application of a GC/PCS system for detection of spoilage (Nakai et al., 1999) . Another advantage of PCS as an unsupervised classification method was reported as the unexpected discovery of the importance of pentanol in addition to hexanal and hexanol, which have been already reported in the literature to be the cause of beany flavor of soy milk (Wang et aL, 1998) .
Due to simplicity in the algorithm of PCS, an attempt was made to apply this new classification method to panel evaluation. It was found that panel members inappropriate for the classification purposes could be readily detected as outliers or anomalies as was already reported in the work for detection of abused cheese samples from conventionally aged cheese (Furtula et aL, 1994b) . The causative HPLC peaks for the anomaly could be identified using loadings (a correlation of PC scores with the original peak area) computed using PCA. With regard to detection of outliers, generalized procrustes analysis (GPA) may be most popular at the moment (Arnolg and Williams, 1986; Dijksterhuis, 1995) .
The objective of this study was to apply PCS to panel evaluation. After eliminating unqualified panel members, more reliable rating of samples evaluated could be computed. Advantages and disadvantages of the new approach for panel evaluation will be discussed in comparison with the conventional panel evaluation methods.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Manly's Data of European Employment
The data of European employment (Manley, 1986 ) used by Vodovotz et aL (1993) was employed again as an example of detecting outliers by applying PCS. The purpose of this work was to demonstrate an example of the pattern dissimilarity introduced by the outlier.
A Hypothetical Model
Assuming that four samples A, B, C and D were evaluated by 12 members of a panel for four attributes of each sample on a scale of 0 to 10 (Table 1) . Assumption made for evaluation scale was linear and not with the inverted U-shape (Dijksterhuis, 1995) . Another important assumption in this model was that the evaluation scores made by panelist 7 (Reference) were the absolutely true quality values of the samples. Therefore, any evaluation made which was nearest to these values should be better than others in reflecting the true quality of the samples. The evaluation scores of panelists other than the true values (pamelist 7) were made by giving ±1 point to the true values at random. Panelists 4 had a prejudice against sample A by giving poor scores while panelist 11 gave unduly favorable scores to sample B. The evaluation scores of panelists 1 and 12 were intensively randomized by giving deviations greater than 1 point at random. The scores made by panelists 2 were deviated to smaller extents for samples B and C than those of the reference (panelist 7). In contrast, those of panelist 9 were with greater deviations for samples A and D.
An Application Example
Using a similar plan as that of the above hypothetical model, four meat samples I-IV were evaluated by 10 members of a panel A-J on four attributes (taste, texture, color and packaging). It was a market survey rather than sensory quality evaluation although it may be unnecessary to avoid the application of the new approach to sensory tests. No restriction was placed on selection of the panel members with regard to age, sex etc, except the fact that they were more or less related to the university employment.
The scores of each attribute represented by the length in * cm from the left end of the 15-cm scale as reported by every panelist were collected and computed as xl\5, thereby converting to the 0-1.0 scale.
Data Processing
The Windows PCS program written for classification of samples based on their chromatographic profiles (Vodovotz et al., 1993) was rewritten for panel evaluation to include the function of outlier elimination. The program is now applicable to both GC/PCS and panel evaluation purposes. However, unlike the previous version for application to GC profiles, data entry is now manually performed. PC scores were computed on a correlation matrix because of the need for normalization as well as for emphasizing similarity rather than differences (Guinard, 1999) . In the case of panel evaluation, PCS computation was first performed as a function of panelists using a panelist as the reference. Then after transforming the data table, PCS was computed as a function of samples by using a sample as the reference. It should be noted that two different references were used for PCS classifications of panelists and of samples in this study.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
European Employment
In the paper of Vodovotz et al. (1993) , the data point J was an outlier on the PCS scattergrams as well as the PCA scattergram, but not on the canonical scattergram using linear discriminant analysis (LDA). This is a reasonable finding due to the fact that LDA is a supervised learning technique and forces samples being tested to belong to the preset groups. The percentage patterns of people employed in nine different industry groups are shown in Figure 1 . Of 26 countries, typical patterns of 5 countries (A2, Bl, Nl, PN and J) only are shown in this figure.
The pattern of J is quite different from other four groups of patterns. Country J had an unusually great deviation of PC score 4 which is identified as the lack of industrialization based on the factor loading (Manly, 1986) . Caution may be required due to the fact that this data has been cited from the 1979 data without any reflection of the modern day Europe. However, it may be worth emphasizing the fact that PCS and PCA are capable to demonstrate the causative factor of outlying. Figure 2 shows the PCS scattergram using the evaluation scores of panel member 7 (true quality pattern) designated as the reference. Panel members 4 and 11 (although ambiguous) are outliers because of a prejudice against sample A and favoritism for sample B, respectively ( Figure 3) . A reason why panelist 11 was not clearly separated as an outlier might be a strong similarity of the patterns of samples A, B and C to those of panelist 2, more than to those of panelist 7 (Figure 3 ), thereby appearing of datapoint 11 near datapoint 2 ( Figure 2 ). This problem was solved by using different panelists as the reference (data not shown). The evaluation scores of panel members 1 and 12 were randomized beforehand on purpose thus appearing as clearly separated outliers ( Figure 2 ). Figure 4 shows summary scores of four samples A-D. "Reference" is the average of the evaluation scores for attributes of each sample in the reference (panelist 7). "2+3+5+6+8+9+10" is the averages of attributes evaluated by all panel members except oultliers. The pattern appears very similar to that of Reference. "(4+12)" is the average scores of the 4 samples judged by outliers who were the panelist with prejudice against sample A and one unqualified panelist. Sample A was unduly rated low by panelist 4. "(4+12)+2+3+8+10" is the rating by including highly similar scores to the Reference (Figure 3 ) in addition to those of the above outliers. The rating of sample A was improved, but still inferior to that of sample D. "PCxS" is the result of using the new rating, which is the summary of the products of principal component scores and accumulated proportions of those PC scores in the total variation. This rating appears more reasonable than the scores average from all good panel members, which is nearer to the true pattern obtained by averaging ( Figure 4 ). What should be taken into consideration is that rather than the similarity with Reference in Figure 4 , the similarity with the Reference pattern in Figure 3 is more important. In the Reference in Figure 3 , it is reasonable to give a premium to the difficult mark of 9 (3 in sample A and 1 in sample D), especially extreme difficulty in the case of sample A. Therefore, the PCxS rating in Figure 4 may be acceptable as it is more reasonable than "Reference" rating in Figure 4 . Instead of using arbitrary premiums, the PCxS rating could be more objective, thus being reliable. The PCxS is an evaluation system newly-introduced to be considered probably in addition to the conventional averaging method for computing the summary rating.. An interesting finding was that when sample D was chosen as the reference for PCS computation for samples, the PCxS rating of sample D became higher than that of sample A, which is different from the counterpart computed in Figure 4 . Therefore, the decision to make on the winner of contests, if the individuals A-D are competing, will be seriously affected.
Hypothetical Model
During the course of another computation, we assumed that the true pattern assigned to panelist 7 is in reality unknown, and the rest of the panelists were asked to evaluate the samples. Frequently, this situation is true in the real world. In this case, it is recommended to select the reasonably good panelist among all panelists as the reference. A panelist reporting an evaluation pattern most similar to that of the true pattern is preferable. Figure 2 shows that panelist 8 or 10 may be the most suitable replacement of panelist 7. After eliminating panelists 2 and 9 because of intentional adjustment of the size of standard deviations, as 4 and 11 are prejudice and favoritism and 1 and 12 are randomly chosen, panelists 3, 5, 6, 8 and 10 are eligible to be a reference. Using all evaluation scores except that of panelist 7, the PCS scattergrams were drawn using patterns of these panelists as the reference. Panelists 3 and 8 appear most qualified, while panelist 10 has the datapoint of the prejudiced panelist 4 in the vicinity. Figure 5 is the scattergram when the true pattern (panelist 7) is unavailable. It is drawn using panelist 8 instead as the reference. Panelists 2, 3, 5, 6, 9 and 10 form a group along with panelist 8. The average scores of this group of 8.3, 6.0, 7.1 and 7.2 for samples A to D make almost perfect match with the average scores of panelist 7 (Reference) shown in Figure 4 . However, if the pattern of each sample is compared within the above group, sample B and C have 3 and 4 of points 9 and 4 and 1 of point 8, respectively. Whereas, sample D has 4 of point 10, 4 of point 9, and 6 of point 8 (Table 1) . Therefore, the average scores of 6.0, 7.1 and 7.2 for samples B, C and D, respectively, do not well reflect the true patterns. The PCxS scores are 1.37, 0.35, 0 and 0.57 for sample A to D by using sample A as the reference. These values are more realistic representation than the average score pattern of panelists 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10 ( Figure 4) , as well as the true pattern (Reference in Figure 4 ).
For panel evaluation, whether the average of evaluation scores or the PC score based parameter (e.g., PCxS) should be taken into consideration is debatable. It must be depending on the evaluation purpose. However at least, giving some further consideration to the conventional average score method may be worthwhile. Figure 6 shows the PCS scattergram on four meat samples I-IV evaluated by 10 panel members A-J using panelist H as the reference. Similarity of evaluation made by panelists A, D, and E with that of H (H group) is shown in this figure with high pattern similarity supported by the patterns shown in Fig ure 7 . However, the evaluation patterns of panelist G and B were slightly different from that of H group. Panelists C and J are outliers, although panelist C is closely related with panelist A in the family background. This situation is shown in close coefficients of determination but with different slopes between panelists A and C. It may be worth noting that panelist C is not truly an outlier because of the high coefficient of determination similar to those of panelist A as well as H. The evaluation sheet of outlier I was made with randomized values on purpose, thus being reasonable to be an outlier. The reason for outlier J is not clear, but it may be because he belongs to a specific disciplinary community.
Application Example
Unlike model experiment, it is extremely difficult to assess the true quality profile of the best samples because there is no reliable standard or rule to define the true or best quality parameters for these samples. The only fact to be considered was that sample II was soon withdrawn from the market. Figure 8 shows the summary scores computed differently for the samples. The average evaluation scores made by "All good" members are not appreciably different from those made by all members including good and three outliers shown as "All good + Outliers". This may be an important property of the averaging method thereby moderating the sharp variableness of evaluation patterns as demonstrated in Figure 7 . The average scores of "G group" (panelists G, F, I and H being nearer to panelist G when G was used as the reference) are different from those of "A group" consisting of A, D and H but with a similar Figure 6 Panelist D, A and G: Acceptable Panelist C and J: Outliers score pattern as that of "All good" panel members (Figure 8 ). "G groups" changed the rank to III>I>II>IV compared to those of above three different score patterns, i.e., I>III>IV>II. Meanwhile, "PCxS" scoring with rank I>rV>III»II may be the most reliable, reflecting the true quality profile of all four samples, as shown in the model samples as discussed above. This may give an important impact, as the decision on selecting the winners at contests or competitions would be seriously affected. We found that as long as the reference was chosen from the same group of panelists, similar conclusion could be expected on the final rating of the samples.
General Discussion
For multivariate analysis, a graphical presentation of the true configuration of data is more likely to provide an immediate impression of pattern than a tabular presentation of the same data. However, the true representation is extremely complicated to be Figure 6 All good + outliers: All panelists A group: A, D and H nearest to A on the PCS scattergram, when panelist A was used as the reference (data not shown) G group: G, F, I and H nearest to G, when panelist G was used as the reference (data not shown) observed directly. Instead, we can obtain an approximation to it by projecting the true configuration into two suitably chosen dimensions (Krzanowski, 1988) . In PCS unlike PCA, instead of computing similarity coefficients directly from PC scores, deviations of the scores from those of the reference were plotted for linear regression analysis. Subsequently, slopes and coefficients of determination were plotted to draw scattergrams. This approach can be justified as the principal component scores on any one component have a mean of zero using the same scales for all components by definition. Slope should be a prominant parameter to distinguish positive or negative deviation from the diagonal line representing the perfect match (coefficient of determination 1,0 and slope 1.0 when pattern similarity in Equation 1 with the reference is 1.0). Because x scale is the proportion of variation, the slope shows a trend of deviation from the reference by placing greater weights on earlier PC scores. Another important parameter of linear regression, namely intercept, is not critical as it closely related with slope when more than three data points scatter around the diagonal line on the same x-axis scale of 0 to 100% of the total variation that is accounted for. PCS, which is therefore an approximation described by Krzanowski (1988) , is eventually a classification on PCA scattergrams utilizing more than three PC scores. The number of data points to be employed for PCS computation can be increased by setting a limit eigenvalue lower than the customary value of 1.0, if so desired as in the case of PCA. Since the slope, which represent the trend of deviations, is not a strictly defined parameter, the similarity among individuals should be confirmed by rotating the reference individual.
Since more than three PC scores can be accommodated in PCS scattergrams, a classification efficiency superior to that of PCA can be expected. This conjecture has been affirmed as already been published (Furtula et al., 1994; Horimoto et al., 1997) . Guinard (1999) stated that because of the dimensions of the matrix that is being analyzed, the biplot of the first two principal components may only account for a fairly limited amount of the variance in the data.
As discussed above, there is a sophisticated approach of generalized procrustes analysis (GPA) for investigating a consensus sample configuration by taking differences in responding stimuli among sensory analysis assessors (Arnold and Williams, 1986) . Outliers were detected on the assessor plot for simulated data set. Dijksterhuis (1995) stated that even after training, individual differences between assessors still exist, as reported by Sinesio et al. (1990) . We intended to maintain the concept of unsupervised learning with minimum adjustment in formulating mathematical configuration. In a sense, the training of panel members is also classified as a sort of the supervised learning techniques. However, the PCS approach described in this study may need rigorous mathematical refinement in the future as it is created intuitively rather than theoretically in mathematics. This study is the first trial of a new strategy to be introduced to the area of panel evaluation. The proposal of a new strategy like PCS may not imply inefficiency when applied for sensory statistics in comparison to the generalized procrustes analysis. The two methods are rather different in the objectives and algorithms employed. For instance, the free-choice profiling ability of PGA should be useful for the purpose of sensory evaluation although this problem was attempted to overcome in the case of PCS by standardization.
As was discussed by Dijksterhuis (1995) , despite the fact that averaging is a common, widely used practice of treating sensory data, any analysis that averages attribute data from different assessors is unreliable. According to him, one of the purposes of training assessors is to make evaluation scores of attributes uniform in distribution, thereby all attributes can be processed in the similar manner. Ideally, this is true, and thus averaging is justified. However, as dividing by the standard deviations usually standardizes evaluated scores in PCA computation, this problem is mathematically rectified in PCS as well as PCA computation. The averaging practice of panel evaluation data may, thus, need reconciliation.
Classification using PCS may be useful in the market research with a capacity of achieving more objective classification of general consumers without a prior grouping, such as age, sex, income, and education. Manufacture of products best acceptable to different groups of consumers, which are objectively classified, is most desirable as reported by Sidel et aL (1999) . They have reported evidence that consumer preference for foods is diverse rather than homogeneous, and that preference groups are not readily defined by traditional demographic segmentation. Therefore, they customarily included a large array of lifestyle, usage, and behavioral questions in cluster analysis. Once stable clusters were identified, discriminant analysis of those responses was used along with the demographic informations to develop a behavioral profile of those consumers. Problems of hierarchial clustering techniques were discussed by Everritt (1980) . The validity of clusters should be judged qualitatively and therefore cluster analysis is normally used in conjunction with other techniques of multivariate analysis (Peter, 1989) as in the case of Sidel et al. (1999) .
Eberitt (1980) has made a suggestion that some reduction in the number of variables is essential in practice on using clustering techniques. Using PC scores for computing similarity coefficients in PCS is coincidental with this suggestion. Furthermore, we used pattern similarity for grouping panelists and found that outliers could be readily detected. By eliminating the evaluations made by the outliers, reliable scoring and rating of samples were obtained. Computing similarity is much easier than discriminating as skill is needed to exploit cluster analysis (Sidel et al., 1999) . As a result, PCS may probably be useful for panel evaluation in general not only for consumer preference survey.
Outliers are differently defined, especially in the case of multivariate data including PCA (Barnett and Lewis, 1978) , but they are defined based on their locations when they are out of normal distribution. However, in this paper, outliers are defined individually for each clustered group, therefore, use of the critical values for testing outliers in the case of univariate distribution such as Johnson and Leone (1977) may be allowed by computing on the basis of distances between two individuals. It may worth noting that PCS outliers should be defined differently depending on which individual is used as reference. It is possible that the outlier defined by a group of individuals may not be same as the outlier found according to the evaluation pattern of other groups. Since in most cases it is extremely difficult to define what is the true pattern, selection of the reference may be always critical. Instead, this property of the PCS to confirm the similarity by rotating the reference could be an advantage with possible multiple comparisons using different reference individuals. It may be valuable when the similarity is not readily definable on scattergrams.
Selection of the correct reference is extremely critical, as it would affect the conclusion on the final sample quality rating, thereby ranking. Trained panelists or experts can be appointed as a good reference evaluator, however, it is recommended to always use PCS scattergrams for testing the qualification of the selected reference individual Although it may be sometimes difficult to find the sample with best or standard quality, the desired quality of the products is usually much easier to define than the selection of most qualified evaluator. It is, therefore, recommended to assign the best or standard product first among all other samples as the reference for PCS computation for assessing sample quality. After the sample quality has been confirmed by this preliminary PCS computation, the entire PCS computation for both panelists and samples should be repeated until a consistent conclusion is obtained. Since this does not usually require the repetition of new panel tests, it is a strategy to draw more accurate and useful information from the same panel test results by repeating different computations on computers.
CONCLUSION
Although many approaches have been proposed for evaluating the panelist performance, more accurate, useful sample ranking than the conventional linear algorithm may be obtained by using a new multivariate analysis of PCS. Furthermore, the PCS can eliminate the evaluation scores made by panel members inappropriate for the classification purposes. This advantage was derived from the inclusion of PCS scores more than three for drawing two dimensional scatter graphs. Instead of defining overall similarity for classification as in the past, the similarity computation by using different panelists or samples as the reference standard enabled more detailed investigation in similarity among panelists as well as samples. More reliable scoring and resultant ranking of food samples thus obtained by using PC scores may be more useful than the scores computed by conventional averaging.
